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Empire.

• When the Coronnarian Empire collapsed in an interplanetary
civil war, some kind of doomsday weapon was used to destroy
Maruzar's nearest moon. Fragments of the moon fell upon the
planet, devastating its surface and introducing an alien
infestation that has been spreading ever since, while fragments
that remain in orbit form Maruzar's glowing, golden rings. This
event is called the Shattering.

• About four thousand years have passed since the Shattering.
Now Maruzar is a world where swords, bows and flintlocks mix
with remnants of super-science from the planet's glorious past,
such as airships and interdimensional portals, genetic
engineering and psionic enhancement, and mysterious
prehuman technologies might as well be magic.

How is the game played?
Like most other role playing games, Wastelanders of Maruzar is a
game of conversations moderated by a Game Master (GM). Players
play fictional characters moving through a fictional world, taking on
challenges created by the Game Master in pursuit of their characters'
goals. In Wastelanders of Maruzar, the game is given a definite
direction by requiring all player characters to have a common goal:
the survival of the tribe.

When questions arise, you use the rules to resolve them when there
are rules applicable; otherwise, the GM makes a ruling. The game is
played using the Vivid+ system, a rules-lite, easy to learn dice pool
system designed to give you a cinematic experience by encouraging
descriptive, colorful play. All the rules you need are included in this
zine.

How do we win?
Players win a role playing game by getting their characters to a
pleasing ending -- your character saved a loved one, successfully
guided the tribe to safety, or at the very least died in a way the tribe's
bards will sing about for generations to come.

Introduction
Welcome to the first issue of the Swords of Maruzar zines! Swords
of Maruzar is a sword and planet setting and role playing game that
I am planning to release as a series of short zines, then as a
compilation featuring the whole world and beyond. Each zine will
be a self-contained RPG containing a setting, rules, and material for
creating and running adventures.

This first issue is themedWastelanders of Maruzar, and details the
vast and savage Drylands, a desert sprawling over what used to be
the heartland of Maruzarian civilization. In this game you will be
playing nomad warriors, hunters, caravaneers, and telepathic
mystics, the heroes of your tribe, in adventures revolving around
the tribe's survival.

What is sword and planet?
Sword and planet is a fun subgenre of science fiction born in the
classic pulp magazines, featuring swashbuckling action on an alien
planet, weird science, and alien monsters galore. Inspirations
include the Barsoom stories of Edgar Rice Burroughs, the Mars and
Venus stories of Leigh Brackett, and Flash Gordon. It is one of the
main inspirations for the world's biggest sci-fi franchise, Star Wars.

What is Maruzar?
Here's a quick summary of the setting that you can share with your
players:
• Once Maruzar was the throneworld of the Coronnarian Empire,
which spanned all the planets of its solar system. Several
thousand years ago the planet was ravaged by interplanetary
war, and now despotic city-states, barbarian tribes and the
hidden survivors of prehuman civilizations fight over its
dwindling resources.

• Legends say the first men on Maruzar came from the stars, but
soon after arrival were enslaved by the Old Ones, an alien
species of subterranean telepaths. The Old Ones' yoke lasted for
millennia, but was finally thrown off in a great revolt that led to
the Old One's extinction and the founding of the Coronnarian



The Game Master wins by getting the players immersed in an
imaginary world, excited about their characters and the challenges
they must face, breathless after a tough action scene, and eager to
play more.

As you can see, player and GM goals are not mutually exclusive,
unlike most other games where winning requires all other players to
lose.

How about stories?
A role playing game is a game about finding out what happens. GMs
create only the beginning of a story, players must play to find out
how their characters end it.

What is needed to play?
To play Wastelanders of Maruzar or any other Swords of Maruzar
game, you will need:
• Two to six players, one of whom will be the Game Master.
More than six players is fine, but increasingly challenging to
manage especially for new Game Masters.

• At least six 6-sided dice (referred to from here as d6's),
preferably 10 or so, or a dice-rolling app.

• Pencil and paper, or any digital substitute that works for you;
in my games my players usually have all their character info on
their phones or tablets.

• Snacks, drinks, and a comfy place to play, ideally with table
and chairs, and private enough not to disturb anyone else. RPG
sessions are so much fun they get rather loud.

If playing online, a live video chat is ideal as this game requires
quick interaction between player and GM. For dice rolling,
presentation of visual aids and the like, you can use online
roleplaying platforms such as rolz.org, Roll20, Fari.app, and others;
preferably one that allows you to roll a pool of any dice and add up
the two highest.

How to use this zine
If you’re coming in as a player, you only need to know what this
game is about; just read this introduction. The GM can give you a
pre-generated character to play or customize. If you want to be able
to create a detailed character of your own, read the section on
Heritages. And if you enjoy exploring new worlds in your head, by
all means feel free to read everything!

If you're coming toWastelanders of Maruzar as a Game Master, read
this whole zine to understand the rules of the game and the setting.
Try to get a good feel for the setting, as in a very real sense the game
world will be your character. You want to know how it can interact
with and challenge your players' characters, and get ideas for what
new details you can add yourself. Feel free to add your own
creatures, villains, technology, whatever; your version of Maruzar
need not agree with any other GM's.

Inspirations
If you find Maruzar cool, it's because I'm standing on the shoulders
of giants in the F&SF world. Some of the inspirations for the world
of Maruzar and this game include:

Books

Skaith series, Leigh Brackett; The Coming of the Terrans, Leigh
Brackett; The Best of Leigh Brackett; In the Courts of the Crimson
Kings, S. M. Stirling; Barsoom series, Edgar Rice Burroughs;
Krishna series, L. Sprague de Camp; Almuric, Robert E. Howard;
The Man Who Loved Mars, Lin Carter; Callisto series, Lin Carter;
Majipoor series, Robert Silverberg; Dune; Frank Herbert

Comic Books

Planet Hulk, Greg Pak, Carlo Pagulayan, Aaaron Lopresti, Marvel
Comics; John Carter: Warlord of Mars, Marv Wolfman, Gil Kane,
Marvel Comics; Flash Gordon, Alex Raymond et al; The Warlord,
Mike Grell, DC Comics; Starfire, David Michelinie and Mike
Vosburg, DC Comics; Warlord of Mars, various artists, Dynamite



Comics ; Lone Sloane series, Philippe Druillet; Ythaq: The Forsaken
World, Christophe Arleston and Adrien Floch, Soleil Productions;
Perils on Planet X, Christopher Mills, free on http://
www.perilsonplanetx.com/; Valerian and Laureline: Empire of a
Thousand Planets, Pierre Christin and Jean-Claude Mezieres,
Dargaud; Outlanders, Johji Manabe, Hakusensha/Dark Horse
Comics; Drakuun, Johji Manabe, Kadokawa Shoten/Dark Horse
Comics

Movies & TV

John Carter, Andrew Stanton; Star Wars series, Lucasfilm; Starship
Troopers, Paul Verhoeven; Flash Gordon, Mike Hodges

Role Playing Games

Planets of Peril, Keith Vaughn; Under the Moons of Zoon, Luigi
Castellani; John Carter of Mars, Jack Norris; Rocket Age, Ken
Spencer ; Talislanta, Stephan Michael Secchi et al; Risus, S. John
Ross; Wushu, Daniel Bayn

Characters
How to Create a Character
Character creation is quick and simple, designed to be as close to just
describing a character as possible. Even a player who has never
played an RPG before will easily be able to create a character, and
your character info will fit onto a 3x5 index card. To create a
character:

GM Briefing:
Also called Session Zero, this is when the Game Master introduces
the game, the setting, and the tribe around which your adventures
will revolve. The GM may begin a game with the tribe pre-created,
or for longer campaigns, invite players to create the tribe together
before creating characters.

Heritage and Concept:
Who are your character's people?What does your character do?Your
Heritage is either that of your tribe, or if you want to play an outsider,
suggest it to the GM.Your chosen Heritage will have suggestions for
concepts to play, some free Traits and mandatory Tales, and
suggested Gear selections.

Heritage describes your character's origins as a combination of the
character's breed or species and cultural, social background. It comes
with some free Traits and one or more mandatory Tales.

Traits:
What makes your character stand out? Take the free Traits from your
Heritage, and three more that describe what make your character
special. These can be mental or physical gifts like being Smart or
Strong, backgrounds and skills like Herbalist, or telepathic powers
such as a Telepathic Bond with an animal companion. You're free to
phrase your Traits in your own words.

Traits are used by the GM to help determine how many Free Dice to
give your character when you take an action. Traits also act as a lens

http://www.perilsonplanetx.com/
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Traits: what abilities give this Challenge an edge?

Tales: what are the weaknesses of this Challenge?

Gear and Followers: any equipment the Challenge may
use in interacting with the PCs, such as weapons, and
followers such as bodyguards

For a more realistic take on characters and creatures in combat, you
can write down Threat with a Breaking Point. Split the total Threat
into two numbers divided by a slash (/). When these Challenges have
lost Threat equal to the first number or more, their morale breaks --
they run away or surrender. If pressed to fight to the last, the number
after the slash is the remaining Threat they have.

For example, a creature with Threat 3/2 will try to flee after losing 3
Threat. If the player characters corner it, however, it has 2 Threat
left.

Challenges can be written down as a single-line info block, using the
format: Name (Threat or Duration); Size; Traits; Tales; Gear and
Followers. For example:

Giant Cave Lungfish (2/1); 12' long; Amphibious, Powerful
Jaws, Death Roll Attack, Slippery; Slow on Land

Small Bandit Gang (3/2); Mounted, Vicious Bullies;
Cowardly

Strong Sandstorm (XXXX); Powerful Winds, Blinding
Clouds of Sand

The Setting
The Planet in Brief
A signature element of the sword and planet genre is the constant
presence of the planet itself in the story. The planet's alienness is a
constant challenge to the heroes, a source of strangeness, wonder,
and terror, and a spark to the imagination. To help you bring this to
your Wastelanders of Maruzar game, the following sections contain
descriptions of the planet and the Drylands, and details that will help
you add flavor and create adventures for your players.

Maruzar is Earth-like in many ways: it has similar size, gravity,
atmosphere, and its native life's proteins are compatible with
mankind. However it is also very much an alien world, where life is
shaped by strange features and conditions.

• Maruzar is the fourth planet of the star Maruzarians call
Azhrad. In Maruzar's sky the sun appears the color of brass, and
it seems to be getting bigger and redder over the years.

• Maruzar has a 28-hour day, and a 420.5 day year. Most
calendars divide the year into 14 30-day months, and insert an
intercalary day every other year.

• Maruzar used to have three moons:

▪ Green Varan, the closest, has been destroyed, but a fragment
of it crashed into Maruzar and its life now infests part of the
planet.

▪ Golden Zardon is now home to the stranded insterstellar
traders known as the Spaceclans.

▪ Distant, crimson Balaor is inhabited by some malign
intelligence that blankets Maruzar with telepathic sendings
whenever the moon approaches close enough.

• The fragments of Varan now form Maruzar's rings. The rings
are visible day and night, forming a luminous arc from horizon



to horizon: silvery or pale gold by day, crimson at dusk and
dawn, golden at night. They are so bright that nights on
Maruzar are much brighter than full moon nights on Earth, all
year round.

• Since the rings are exactly above the equator and always
visible, they have become a celestial reference for navigation.
Latitude is determined simply by checking the height of the
rings' midpoint; at the poles this point is just above the horizon,
at the equator it's directly overhead.

• Maruzar has always been an arid planet, but got even drier after
the Shattering. Now there are only three shrinking seas left, the
once numerous inland seas and lakes vanished, and much of the
planet's water is locked in the polar icecaps or underground.

• Maruzar was home to more than one alien civilization in the
eons before humankind arrived.

The Savage Wastelands
Wastelanders of Maruzar is set in the Drylands, a vast arid region in
the planet's south-eastern quarter. Once this was the heartland of
Maruzar's human civilization, with many great cities lying beside its
many lakes and canals. Now these cities are lying stark and silent,
their cracked or broken towers moldering under the sky or buried
beneath the shifting sands.

Dryland Climate
Dryland climate and even daily weather goes through extremes of
heat and cold. Exposed metal grows hot enough to burn flesh on
summer days, but even summer nights are cold. Drylanders must
wear clothes that protect them from both. For city folk, the ultimate
statement of luxury and power is to wear nothing but diaphanous
silks and jewelry, since it's only possible in the climate-controlled
palaces of the great nobles.

The Drylands are periodically swept by savage storms. These blow
billowing, choking clouds of dust, and at low altitudes enough sand
to severely abrade exposed flesh. The worst storms are those that

blow over salt pans, as in addition to sand and dust they blow salt
particles that can blind and cause lung problems.

In the wake of a storm, the landscape is changed. What was
concealed beneath the sands may become exposed, what was
exposed may be buried. Dunes migrate, changing the look of the
land, sometimes choking once-fertile oases.

Water
Heat, wind and cold however are minor irritations compared to the
scarcity of water. It never rains in the Drylands. It does snow on the
highest mountains, and snowmelt, plus water tapped from dwindling
underground sources, fuels most Dryland life. Competition over
water sources drives many of the Inland Kingdoms' wars against
each other and against the nomads.

Where there's water, though, it can occur in astounding quantities.
Hidden beneath parts of the Drylands are deep underground lakes
and cisterns, some so large that boats must be used to fish in them
and cross them. Some of these water sources are regenerating, fed by
snowmelt from the mountains. Others are fossil water, pockets
trapped in the planetary crust but without any inflow, and so will run
out sooner or later.

Many of the ancient ruins contain water in cisterns deep beneath
them. These remnants of ancient waterworks aren't enough to sustain
a large permanent population, but they can support some wildlife,
very small and frugal communities, and visiting nomads. Travelers
may seek water in a ruin when necessary, but must beware of the
predators that lair there.

Dryland Life
With such a hostile environment, it's no surprise the Drylands are
home to some bizarre and highly dangerous flora and fauna. Every
living thing here has had to adapt to extreme scarcity, and is very
good at hoarding, procuring or guarding food and water. Some
Dryland plants can grow yards in a day when there's water -- and are
equipped to take in the form of blood. Some Dryland animals can



live without food or water for months by hibernating -- but they
wake up real hungry.

Dryland flora consists mostly of desert moss, a very fast-growing,
hair-like plant that is the main diet of Dryland herbivores. and many
kinds of succulents that defend themselves or even trap prey for their
water with thorns, spines, entangling tendrils, injected poisons and
even poison gas.

Large Dryland fauna consists mainly of various reptavians -- warm-
blooded, feathered, toothed reptiles such as the gannors ridden by
the nomads, and the swift-running, flightless gashalids such as the
gashal which is raised for meat and eggs, and many kinds of
lizardbirds. The largest and most dangerous predators are the vishra,
a giant serpent that spits immobilizing venom, the cunning and
powerful sithan, and the orruk, the dragonhawk of Maruzar, which
has a forty-foot wingspan.

Beneath the sands lurk many arthropods and reptiles, some of them
survivors of the vanished inland seas and now adapted to desert life.
There are the ubiquitous sand crays, held as delicacies but also
dangerous to wounded or helpless creatures, triscorpions that carry
three stingers, snake-like sandswimmers, perfectly camouflaged
desert ghost crabs, and huge, many-armed cave krakens. In deep
oasis springs, and in the underground cisterns beneath some ruins,
there are giant carnivorous cave lungfish that can walk and hunt on
land.

Seasonal Cycles
Life in the Drylands moves according to the availability of water, the
temperature, and the presence of the Swarm. They typical yearly
cycle is:

Winter: The driest season, when no water flows in the snow-fed
aqueducts and most plant life either dies or goes into suspended
animation. Favored for travel, trade, and military campaigns, as the
Swarm is inactive and the weather cool enough to allow extended
activity even in armor. Nomad tribes gather in winter camps where
there's enough water to last them through the season.

Spring: Snowmelt begins to flow in the aqueducts, enabling the
resumption of farming. Nomads and city folk alike hurry to grow
food, collect eggs, and make ready for Swarm Time.

Swarm Time: For a few weeks between spring and summer, giant
alien insectoids arrive by the millions from the Infested Lands. The
nomads scatter into the deep desert and hide their herds, while city
folk get ready to fight epic sieges against the mindless, hungry
hordes.

Summer: Nomads wander across the desert seeking water and
pasture, while city folk use stored water to grow their crops. Daytime
heat can get so terrible that travelers move by night.

Autumn: Harvest, and the beginning of campaign season for the
Inland Kingdoms warlords and their allied tribes. Nomad tribes hold
Truce Fairs to trade with each other, or visit friendly cities to trade.

The Inland Kingdoms
Occupying the largest oases, sheltered mountain valleys, and other
locations with rich water sources in the Drylands are the Inland
Kingdoms, fiercely independent city-states locked in competition
with each other for power. The Inland Kingdom princes, or jerduns,
are frequent employers, allies, and enemies of the nomad tribes, each
tribe caught in a fluctuating web of relationships with the city-states
within its range.

The westernmost Inland Kingdoms are also called the Border States,
and are locked in a constant dance of intrigue, alliance and rebellion
with their western neighbor, the Aryamehran Empire. Border States
jerduns will swear alliance or even fealty to the Emperor when there
is a strong one on the throne, then throw off the yoke as soon as the
situation changes.

Beyond the Drylands
The Drylands are bordered by the Fertile Belt in the west, the former
continental shelf that now forms the coastal plain of the Opaline Sea;
the Dragodhan Mountains in the north; the Forbidden Mountains in
the east; and the Infested Lands to the south. No few troubles come



to the Dryland peoples from these quarters.

The Fertile Belt is the populous heartland of the Aryamehran
Empire, Maruzar's most powerful state. Its power however is but a
pale shadow of the past, and its armies dare not penetrate into the
Drylands for long.

The Dragodhan Mountains are inhabited by the impoverished but
hardy and warlike Rakhana tribes. These highlanders often work as
mercenaries for the Empire and the Inland Kingdoms. They
sometimes descend upon the lowlands in bloody crusades, stirred by
rumors of revived ancient technologies which they fear and hate.

East beyond the Forbidden Mountains lies the unknown Far Side of
Maruzar. Never populous even during the planet's golden age, it is
now a place of mystery and fear with no known human inhabitants.
An even drier and larger desert than the Drylands, the Far Side
spawns frequent, colossal sandstorms that make journeys into it
nearly unthinkable, and sometimes the storms break through the
mountains to wreak havoc on the easternmost Inland Kingdoms.

Also from the Far Side come marauding tribes of Yarguun, gaunt,
exclusively carnivorous reptile-men who may have once had an
advanced civilization of their own before mankind's arrival. Once
dismissed as little higher than beasts, the Yarguun are now
increasingly feared by the easternmost states and tribes, for they are
showing signs that their civilization may not dead after all.

To the south, beyond the Plain of Ghosts and Ash that is all that
remains of the former Coronnarian capital region, lie the toxic,
monster-filled jungles of the Infested Lands. This once-rich
temperate region has now been taken over by alien life that spreads
farther across the planet with every Swarm Season.

Terrain of the Drylands
The following features of the Drylands may play significant parts in
an adventure.

Dryland Landforms
Dryland terrain consists mostly of open sand dune seas and gravel
plains, broken here and there by towering mesas and buttes.

There are mountains that used to be islands, narrow and twisting
canyons that may hide secretive communities, traces of the ancient
canal and aqueduct network, lifeless salt pans that used to be lakes
and dry gullies that used to be riverbeds, and the great moldering
shells of the dead cities, so large they are practically landforms in
themselves.

The shifting sands often play tricks with the landscape, for what may
be a sand dune one day may turn out to be a tower or pyramid from
a lost city, and well-known ruins may vanish after the fiercest
sandstorms.

Broken Canals and Aqueducts
Traces of the ancient canal and aqueduct network can be found
throughout the Drylands. While most have been filled in with sand,
some remain as obstacles to overland travel, for the canals are deep
and steep-sided, and the crumbled ruins of the titanic aqueduct
bridges have blocked some passes and valleys.

A few of the ancient aqueducts still flow, though only as a mere
seasonal trickle. In some places however this is enough to sustain a
temporary nomad camp, but where water accumulates some tribes
have built permanent dwellings in the ruins.

You may find ramshackle huts built onto or slung beneath aqueduct
bridges, built inside enormous pipes or underground canals, or the
inhabitants may live in burrows beside the water.
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